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Spatial ordering of islands grown on patterned surfaces
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~Received 13 July 1998; accepted for publication 3 September 1998!

We demonstrate that growth on a sample patterned with an ordered defect array can lead to islands
with rather narrow size distribution. However, improvement in the size distribution is achieved only
if the growth conditions~flux and temperature! have optimal values, determined by the patterning
length scale. Since the scanning tunelling and the atomic force microscopes are capable of inducing
surface perturbations that act as potential preferential nucleation sites, our work demonstrates that
nanoscale surface patterning can improve the ordering of platelets and self-assembled quantum dots.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!03444-5#
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Heteroepitaxial growth of highly strained islands h
gained interest lately as it offers the possibility to fabrica
islands with very narrow size distribution. Thanks to th
small size, these islands are candidates for one dimens
electron confinement. Two different island types have b
found to have interesting optical properties. First, it has b
recently demonstrated that InAssubmonolayer islands, often
called platelets, grown on and capped with GaAs, lead
dramatic increase of the exciton oscillator strength over
citons in the bulk material, and have narrow luminesce
linewidth.1 Second, for larger coverages highly strained th
dimensional islands form, coined self-assembled quan
dots ~SAQDs!,2 that hold potential for numerous device a
plications, from lasers to diodes and detectors. However
turn the self-assembling process into actual devices we n
to reach unprecedented control over the island charact
tics, that includesmall ~ideally close to zero! size distribu-
tion, tunable island sizes, and large island density.

One way to achieve these goals is to obtain precise c
trol over the position of the islands, since one expects
spatial ordering would translate into narrower size distrib
tion as well.3 Consequently, different methods that have t
potential to lead to spatially ordered SAQDs, such as gro
on patterned surfaces,4 aligning along misfit dislocations5 or
along surface steps,6 are subject of much interest lately.

However, to reach the controlled positioning of the
lands, we need to use patterning that offers nanoscale p
sion in the first place. Recently it has been demonstrated
the scanning tunelling microscope~STM! and the atomic
force microscope~AFM! are capable of performing sma
surface perturbations on the surface by depositing individ
atoms,7 small clusters or generating mesas or holes.8 These
surface modifications~defects! can act as potential nucle
ation sites, and their position can be controlled with nano
eter precision. Thus STM/AFM tips can be used to patt
the surface with a mesh of spatially ordered defects.9 Growth
on such patterned surface is expected to lead to prefere
island formation around the defects. However, since
nucleation of islands at positionsdifferent from those deter-
mined by the pattern cannot be excluded, it is not clear
such patterning will improve the positioning and the s
distribution of the islands.

In this letter we demonstrate that the combination of
ordered defect array with suitably chosen growth conditio
for island formation has the potential to produce islands w
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properties that are superior to the currently grown samp
For this we calculate the effect of an impurity mesh on t
island sizes and positions using atomistic Monte Carlo sim
lations. The simulations indicate that for a given patte
there exists an optimal set of growth conditions at which
error rate~the nucleation of an island at a position differe
from that determined by impurities! is the smallest and the
most uniform islands form. We discuss the impact of the
result on the growth of platelets and SAQDs.

The initial stages of island formation are determined
the nucleation of small precursor islands, often cal
platelets.10,11 These two-dimensional~2D! islands are rela-
tively small, strain effects are not yet relevant, thus th
nucleation is governed by the laws of submonolay
epitaxy.12,13 The phenomenology is quite we
understood:13,14 the atoms deposited on the surface diffu
until they meet another atom or the edge of an island, whe
upon they stick. The diffusion probability depends on t
energyE5E01nEN , whereEN is the energy of the bond
formed by the atom with itsn nearest neighbors~son50, 1,
2, 3, and 4! and E0 is the activation energy for monome
surface diffusion. Since the formation of the critical nucle
is a random event, the position of the 2D islands is rando
If there are impurities or defects on the substrate, they
serve as nucleation sites. The precise interaction of the
toms and the defects is determined by the nature of the
fect. Here we will consider a simple model, in which th
defects are impurity atoms. The difference between an im
rity and an adatom comes in the activation energy for surf
diffusion for the impurity,E0

I , and the binding energy be
tween the adatoms and the impurity atom,EN

I . If E0
I is

larger than E0 , the impurity is less mobile, i.e., once it i
deposited, it diffuses slower than the adatoms. Even a s
(E0

I 2E0) difference can translate into an impurity diffusio
so slow, that within the time scales defined by deposit
~}1/F, where F is the flux! the impurities are practically
immobile. Finally, the condition that an impurity serves as
nucleation site~i.e., adatoms that attach to it do not diffus
away! is EN

I .EN .
In the simulations we assume that a regular mesh

impurity atoms forming a two-dimensional square lattice h
been deposited on the substrate, such that the distance
tween the impurity atoms isl i . On this substrate we the
deposit atoms with coverageu.

Figure 1~a!–1~c! show the island morphologies for thre
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Island morphologies obtained on an impurity free substrate~a!–~c! as well as on a surface patterned with impurities~d!–~f!, each shown for coverage
u50.1, and for different deposition fluxes. The parameters in the simulations are system sizeL5400,T5400 K, E051.3 eV,EN50.3 eV, E0

I

52.6 eV,EN
I 50.6 eV, andl i540. In ~e! we show as small circles the position of the impurities that were used in~d!–~f!.
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different fluxes, grown on an impurity free substrate.
agreement with submonolayer epitaxy, as the flux increa
it leads to a decreasing average island size,^s&, and an in-
creasing island density,r. In contrast, as Fig. 1~d!–1~f! indi-
cates, the impurities have a strong effect on both the size
the position of the islands. For small fluxes, whenl d@l i ,
islands are nucleated only around the impurities@Fig. 1~d!#.
However, in this regime the island sizes are not uniform,
we observe thecoexistence of small and large islands. In
contrast, for intermediate fluxes, whenl d.l i , all islands
have approximately thesame size@Fig. 1~e!#. Finally, for
large fluxes, whenl d!l i , islands are nucleated randoml
and while the impurities still serve as preferential nucleat
sites, there are additional islands, and the observed con
ration is indistinguishable from the impurity free case@Fig.
1~f!#.

As Fig. 1 illustrates, for a given impurity meshl i there
is an optimal flux at which the islands nucleate only on i
purities and their size is rather uniform@e.g., Fig. 1~e!#. This
optimal flux can be measured by calculating the relat
width of the island size distribution,w, defined asw
5w̄/^s& wherew̄5^s2&2^s&2 is the width of the size distri-
bution, and̂ ...& denotes ensemble average. The smallerw is,
the smaller the fluctuations are in the island sizes. In F
2~a! we showw as a function of flux for the impurity free
case (w0) and for growth with impurities (wI). For small
fluxes the coexistence of the small and large islands ma
wI rather large, much larger thanw0 . However, there is a
window of fluxes for whichwI is smaller thanw0 , corre-
sponding to more uniform islands. In particular, there is
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optimal flux, Fopt, at which wI has a minima~in contrast
with the impurity free case, for whichw0 monotonously in-
creases!. In the following we discuss separately each of t
three growth regimes, offering quantitative support for t
qualitative conclusions derived from Fig. 1.

Regime I; Small fluxes( l d@l i): In this regime, the im-
purities are the only nucleation sites. However, the typi
separation between islands on the impurity free substrat
much larger thanl i @see Fig. 1~a!#. As a consequence, onl
some impurities nucleate large islands, leading to the co
istence of distinctly small and large islands@Fig. 1~d!#. This
observation is supported by the island size distributi
which is bimodal: we observe a rather narrow peak cor
sponding to small islands (s.5 – 10), and a wider peak cor
responding to the larger islands (s.100). However, since
islands are nucleated only by the impurities, the island d
sity in this regime is constant, being equal to the impur
density, in contrast with the impurity free case for whichr
increases withF @see Fig. 2~b!#. Furthermore, in this regime
the average island size,^s&, is also independent of the flu
@see Fig. 2~c!#.

Regime II; Optimal flux( l d'l i): The most striking re-
sult of our simulations is that there is an optimal flux,Fopt,
at which approximately equal sized islands are nuclea
only on sites predetermined by the impurity mesh. The i
provement in the island size distribution, compared to
impurity free case, can be visually observed in Fig. 1 a
quantitatively supported byw, shown in Fig. 2~a!. As Figs.
2~b! and 2~c! indicate,Fopt is the flux at whicĥ s& andr for
the impurity induced growth cross over to the impurity fr
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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values. The optimal flux,Fopt, corresponds to the case whe
the natural separation of the islands, l d , is equal to the
impurity separationl i , thus the impurities do not nucleat
new islands, nor suppress island nucleation, but affect o
the position of the islands. And since the equally spa
islands collect adatoms from approximately the same a
their size is more uniform than that of randomly position
islands grown on the impurity free substrate. Note that
general there are three different sources of randomness i
system: the randomness in the capture areas,3 fluctuations in
the density of deposited atoms, and in adatom diffusion,
lowing the atoms to move away from the area to which th
have been deposited. While the deposition and diffus
noise cannot be avoided, the capture areas of the islands
be modified by initiating the nucleation on a mesh.

Regime III; Large fluxes( l d!l i): In this regime the
separation between the islands grown on the impurity f
substrate is smaller than the lattice constantl i of the impu-
rity mesh, thus islands nucleate on interstitial positions
well @Fig. 1~f!#. Consequently, there is no difference betwe
the impurity induced and impurity free growth: the two sy
tems have the same island density@Fig. 2~b!# and the same
average island size@Fig. 2~c!#. Similarly, the relative width
of the islands is the same as for the impurity free growth

The presented simulations capture the early stage
island formation, when strain effects are not yet releva
Strain is known to further decrease the size distribution
the islands: self-limiting mechanism, acting through bias
surface diffusion and/or strain induced enhanced adatom
tachment from large islands discourage the formation
large islands, and thus lead to narrower island s
distribution.11,12 Consequently, we expect that the benefic

FIG. 2. ~a! Relative width of the island size distribution for surfaces witho
~A! and with impurities~B! as a function of the fluxF. w increases monoto-
nously for the surface without impurities.~b! Island density vs flux for the
surfaces without~A! and with impurities~B!. The island density increasing
with F for the surface without impurities~A!. With impurities, for small
fluxes the island density is constant, being equal to the impurity density~c!
Average island size vs flux for the surfaces without~A! and with impurities
~B!. The average island size decreases for the surface without impu
~A!, following ^s&;F2cd. For the surfaces with impurities, however, th
average island size is constant untilF>0.08, and then decreases for larg
F, converging to the impurity free curve.
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results of the impurities will be further improved if strain
taken into consideration.

While our simulations included impurities as nucleati
sites, we expect that the main results would apply if inste
of impurity atoms small clusters are deposited, or the STM
used to create small mesas or holes on the surface, as lo
these defects act aspreferential nucleation sites. The recent
development of parallel AFM tips, consisting of over a hu
dred individual tips, allow the parallel creation of ordere
surface defects with a single touchdown, thus foreseeing
rather fast nanometer scale patterning of surfaces for de
applications. Our main result is that the mere deposition
these nucleation centers is not enough for improvemen
their island characteristics: improvements are obtained o
for carefully tuned growth conditions so that the grow
takes place at an optimal flux. Since it is rather easy to t
the flux in an molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! chamber, it is
possible to locate this optimal flux experimentally.15 Natu-
rally, for eachl i there will be a differentFopt, which has to
be determined independently, but the very existence of s
an optimal flux indicates that the controlled deposition
impurities has the potential to produce high quality samp
with potentially superior optical characteristics.

This research was supported by the Office of Naval R
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